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All About Patches
What is a patch - machine embroidery 
focus
Patches are basically free standing portable embroidery 
designs.  Some may refer to them as "free standing appliqué" 
because of how they are constructed.  What is cool about 
patches is that they are stitched flat and can be attached to 
something else. This makes them about to be created by any embroidery machine.
Patches are popular with those that are passionate about certain genres - sports, games, collectors of 
things and styles for example.  They are also common for logos or commemorating events like 
tournaments, reunions or festivals. And don't for get name badges.  Because you are not stitching ON the 
actual garment/item, patches are also a great way for those without special equipment or machine 
attachments to offer embroidered items such as shoes, hats, backpacks and more.

How are they attached? 
Let's get this out of way so we can get to the fun part!  Patches can be 
attached in various ways from hand sewing with an invisible edge stitch 
to machine sewing inside the border, to ironing on, and very popular 
gluing in place.  You mode of attaching will depend on what you are 
attaching to AND how much "distress" will go on the patch afterwards.  
For those that want to add velcro to the back of their patches, visit 
hookandloop.com for products to make that happen.
HeatSeal has two jobs.  First, it gives your patches a nice flat 
presentation and professional look by covering the back side with a 
plastic-y film.  Second, this product 
can also be used to attach the patch 
to your item with a heat-press or iron.  
Be sure to follow the manufacturer 
instructions for temperature, time and 
steam requirements (yes or no).

Permanent Fabric Glue may smell during the application but is more 
secure than simply ironing them in place. Popular choices are E-6000, 
BETTER Ultimate Adhesive or Therm-o-web Fabric Fuse.  Again, be 
sure to follow the manufacturer instructions for proper application 
drying and curing times.
Sewing is the traditionally preferred attachment - they even make a 
post bed style sewing machine (dinky sized bed) for easier movement.

RAGGY EDGE PATCH DONE 
BY SUZANNE COTNEY

Able to offer the same embroidery on multiple  items without extra work or adjustments
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What are patches made of
You will find that patches are stitched on 
various types of fabric - from felt to leather 
to heavy fabric to "reinforced cottons" to 
"fake stitched" fabric (to simulate a 
completely stitched look).  YES, you can 
even create a "free standing thread" base 
stitched on water-soluble.  The result may 
look luxurious, but this is a very time 
consuming stitch out.  A similar look (but 
less time consuming) can be created by 
stitching a light fill over the entire patch 
fabric.  

• Gives you to ability to provide more customized color choices.

• Use a gradient fill to give dimension or artistic style (sunset for example)

• Lighten up the density of this fill to 1.2mm and you can even add a layer of Mylar to give your patches a 
metallic look.

• Fuse glitter or printed HTV to polyester twill to create a truly unique fabric patch.
When working with "faux stitched fabric", you may need to adjust the stitches you are putting on the fabric.  
This textured fabric can cause deflection with small lettering - requiring you to up your compensation and/or 
increase your underlay.
If you choose to create your patch completely of thread - a full stitched base - be sure that this base has 
the proper underlay for your selected stabilizer. If you choose to stitch on fibrous washaway stabilizer - your 
underlay will be holding the entire patch together.  When complete stitching - trim close and use a bit of 
water on a sponge to "melt" the stabilizer.  If you are stitching on polymesh or a nylon mesh (has lower 
melting point) a hot knife can help clean up the edges.  PRACTICE to get a clean look.  "Kissing" the edge 
with a lighter flame will also shrink up the stabilizer into the edge.  Again, practice!
Patch fabric or polyester twill backed with a heat and bond type fusible are probably the most popular 
fabrics of choice. The fusible backing stabilizes the fabric for exact cutting so that there is no stretch or 
distortion of the fabric. If you precut your patch shapes, you can stitch placement lines on your stabilizer (or 
even clear plastic) and use a bit of spray adhesive to position the cut fabric in place so that you can stitch 
the takedowns to hold them in place at the machine. 

Don't have a cutting machine but still want to precut your patch shapes?  Hoop your patch fabric, stitch the 
placement line.  Unhoop fabric and trim out your patch!  Copy and paste multiple placement lines in your 
hoop to create a stack of precut patches to work in an assembly line fashion. 

Have a Laser cutter or looking at one - Jeff Fuller at www.Embnerd.com is my 
source for information on this technology and how to make it work for you.
For precutting fabric - I use either a zero or very small inflation value like 1mm 
unless I am precutting for a raw/raggy/primative style edge type patch.  
For Raggy style -  I will inflate my shape by up to 4mm to account for getting the 
frayed look.

• Stitch on loose weave material that frays easily

•  Layer with Ossanberg fabric to "beat up" with toothbrush for a chenille fluffy edge

•  Wash patches before affixing to item so that they look distressed - be sure to dry completely before 
attaching. 

Use the placement stitch to create your cut file if using a cu!ing machine.  

TRADITIONAL STITCH AND HOOP TRIMMING IS  POSSIBLE

http://www.Embnerd.com


Edges - the finishing stitch
Traditional patches have some sort of close stitched border stitch that 
defines both the shape of the patch but also gives a clean edge to this free 
standing embroidery.  Depending on the software that you use, this may be 
a Satin, Motif or Merrow edge stitch.
If you are using a satin stitch - the typical width is 4mm.  Can you use a 
narrower width - sure.  There are no "patch police".  A typical satin border 
has a 4 pt density. You may want to increase the density - create a smaller 
distance between courses of stitches - with a 3-3.5 value.  This will give you 
a beefier coverage.
If your software provides a motif style edge that looks like merrow stitching - 
follow the instructions for what adjustments you can make to get the look 
that you want.
Embrilliance offers two ways to create a merrow edge for patches.  For 
those with StitchArtist L3 - you have the Edge function.  Create your shape, 
apply the Edge and choose the style of patch that you want to create from 
the pulldown menu in the properties pane.

The Merrow Edge Stitch is 
an engineered stitch - so 
there is no adjusting of the 
stitch properties itself - it 
has a set width and 
density to mimic the 
stitching of a Merrow 
machine.
The pulldown menu allows 
options for the edge allow 
you to change the type of 
patch you want.  
Cut when complete - you 
are using a hot knife or 
close trimming the 
finished patch after it is 
complete.
Using precut - you are 
stitching with precut fabric 
patches.

Hand cut in hoop - traditional machine embroidery appliqué where you have both a placement and 
tackdown run stitches so you remove the hoop after the material takedown stitch and hard trim with 
scissors.
Create using Fill - free standing fill stitch to create a 100% thread patch
Add a light fill - (with advanced settings) for stitching on fabric to give allusion of stitches, gradient 
colors and Mylar application.



Merrow-ly Interactive is a new program from Embrilliance.  It is stand alone OR can be added to any 
existing Embrilliance program to compliment and expand the features you are currently using. 

New Function under the Utility Menu > Add Patch Edge

Create your design layout - this was done in 
Essentials and Font Collection 2 using University 
& Penny fonts and an Envelope design from the 
Envelope Library. 
 
Go to Utility > Add Patch Edge and choose the 
style of patch you want - why not create a unique 
shaped patch using the "Page Wrap" option.
Your patch is created and all you have to do is 
choose the style you want from the properties 
pane as shown above!
This patch was stitched on white twill with the 
light fill option to really give the shine.  It was cut 
out with a hot knife and was attached to the top 
of a mortar board for a special graduation 
ceremony gift. 



Merrow-ly Interactive also contains a 
library with 7 categories of popular patch 
and rocker shapes as well as some "fun 
patches" that you can customize and stitch 
to your liking.  The patch shapes are ready 
to customize with existing design elements 
and text.
Lettering is an important part of patch 
creation.  There are X number of native 
object based fonts included  - Micro, Mini 
and more decorative fonts.  
A complete listing of the fonts and library 
collection is available on the Embrilliance 
website.
For those that have StitchArtist L3 - as 
always with native object based collections, 
simply RIGHT click on any of the imported 
Library designs OR on the "Page Wrap" 
edge to convert to objects and have 
complete access to the object nodes for 
simplification or reshaping.

Stitching Order & Techniques
Most of the time you are going to want to have your embroidery machine stitch the patch first  and then 
embroider the "patch stitches" inside the finished patch.  
Sometimes you will want to move the finishing edge to stitch last because certain design elements, like the 
laces on the baseball - need to be covered by the edge.  
Keep the stitching order in mind when creating your patch and adjust accordingly.
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